Outdoor Musical Instruments For Visitor
and Family Attractions
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Music Made for the Great Outdoors
Percussion Play is the world’s leading manufacturer of outdoor
musical instruments. Designed with durability in mind, we are
committed to making musical expression accessible to everyone,
everywhere.
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Musical Activities for All the Family
Over the years our outdoor musical instruments have found
themselves in many varied locations made for family fun, including
amusement parks, theme parks, zoos, museums, farm parks,
roadside attractions, shopping malls, sightseeing spots, as well as
cultural and historical attractions.
From screaming thrill rides to wonderful animal exhibits, the top
priority for each of these attractions is to present unique playful
experiences that are interesting for all age groups, help create
special memories and provide an awesome day out for the entire
family.
Making music together is a fun activity that the whole family can
get involved in - regardless of fitness level, age, gender or ability.
Plus the cognitive, physical, and emotional benefits that music
brings to children, parents and, elders means installing outdoor
musical instruments is a heartwarming win-win for everyone.
In places where togetherness is the order of the day, our
instruments let your guests discover their inner music-maker

“Everyone is impressed with the instruments,
their build quality and sound”
Conner Prairie Interactive History Park
Indiana

while playing with the people they love the most.
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Sensory and Inclusive Play
The very best visitor attractions offer inclusive experiences for
a range of ages and abilities and excel in offering their guests
easy access to their exhibits. Additionally, their focus on different
physical and sensory needs for people living with autism, learning
disabilities and sensory impairments, as well as those with
varying mobility requirements, makes them stand out in terms of
inclusivity.
Outdoor musical instruments are a great way for guests to take
some time out from the main attractions to learn a new skill and
experience something completely new together – they also have
the added benefit of being both accessible and inclusive.
As stand-alone features, installed in calm, sensory-friendly areas
away from the lively park, they offer a tranquil opportunity for
parents, grandparents or guardians to interact with their children
while providing a creative way for attractions to appeal to a wider
range of guests with differing abilities and sensory needs
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Creating Your Own Music Park
Our instruments are easy to play and are either pentatonically tuned
(for easy improvisation with no clashing notes), or diatonically tuned
(allowing the user to play favourite tunes as well as improvising or
composing their own).
Constructed of durable, easily cared-for materials, the instruments
are low maintenance and require no safer surfacing.
We assemble each instrument as far as possible before shipping
and send clear, easy to follow installation instructions for each
instrument.
Successful attractions with an outdoor element, should always have
a wet weather plan! Our ‘outdoor’ musical instruments have been
successfully installed indoors in many different locations, including
specially created music barns or sensory rooms.
The majority of our instruments can be ground or surface fixed and
we also have a range of space-saving wall-mounted instruments.
From drums to xylophones, chimes, marimbas and even floor pianos
our impressive catalogue of instruments knows no limits and there
is something for everyone.
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Unplugged Music Champions
If you are interested in bringing the power of inclusive musical
play to your family or visitor attraction, then get in touch today.
You’ll be joining an impressive list of organisations who have
already discovered that when friends and families make music
together in the great outdoors something magical happens.
Here is a small selection of attractions we have worked with to
date:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Conner Prairie Interactive History Museum, Indiana,USA
Sir Harold Hillier Gardens, Hampshire, UK
West Midland Safari Worcestershire, UK
Barra Shopping Mall, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Brodie Castle Playful Garden, Scotland
Farmer Palmers Farm Park, Dorset, UK
Egostov Castle Sensory Garden, Odense, Denmark
Springs Preserve, Las Vegas,USA
National Forest Adventure Farm, Burton-on-Trent, UK
Casuarina Shopping Centre, Darwin, Australia
Explorium! National Sport & Science Centre, Dublin, Ireland
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Global Sales & Manufacturing
Percussion Play Ltd

UK

01730 235180

info@percussionplay.com

USA/CAN:

+1 (866) 882-9170

www.percussionplay.com

RoW:

+44 1730 235180
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